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Abstract

It was previously reported that systemic administration of dipyrone inhibited the tonic component of generalized tonic-clonic seizures in both the electroshock and the audiogenic seizure models. The aim of the present study was to investigate the mechanisms involved in the anticonvulsant action of dipyrone by assessing the role of nitric oxide and opioids in the electroshock (female 60- to 90-day-old Wistar rats, N = 5-11) and audiogenic seizure (female 60- to 90-day-old Wistar audiogenic rats, N = 5-11) models of epilepsy. Naloxone (5 mg/kg, sc) significantly reversed the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone in rats submitted to the induction of audiogenic seizures (ANOVA/Bonferroni’s test), suggesting the involvement of opioid peptides in this action. In the electroshock model no reversal of the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone by naloxone (5 mg/kg, sc) was demonstrable. The acute (120 mg/kg, ip) and chronic (25 mg/kg, ip, twice a day/4 days) administration of L-NOARG did not reverse the anticonvulsant action of dipyrone in the audiogenic seizure model, suggesting that the nitric oxide pathway does not participate in such effect. Indomethacin (10, 20 and 30 mg/kg, ip) used for comparison had no anticonvulsant effect in the audiogenic seizure model. In conclusion, opioid peptides but not nitric oxide seem to be involved in the anticonvulsant action of dipyrone in audiogenic seizures.
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Introduction

Dipyrone, a substance belonging to the group of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), possesses analgesic, antipyretic and anti-inflammatory activities. Initially, analgesia by NSAIDs was explained by an inhibitory action on prostaglandin synthesis (1,2). Despite the numerous behavioral and electrophysiological studies performed thus far, the mode and site of action of dipyrone remain controversial. Nikolova et al. (3) suggested that the profile of the pharmacological effects of dipyrone is certainly different from those of other NSAIDs.

Lorenzetti and Ferreira (4) have reported that the peripheral analgesic effect of dipyrone may result from direct blockade of hyperalgesia rather than from prevention of the release of prostaglandins in inflamed tissues. Results reported by Carlsson et al. (5) indicated that dipyrone induces an antinocicep-
tive effect both by peripheral and central mechanisms.

Activation of the L-arginine-nitric oxide (NO)-cGMP pathway seems to contribute to the antinociceptive activity of dipyrone at the spinal and peripheral levels. It was observed that the antinociceptive effect induced by intraplantar (6), intraperitoneal and intrathecal (7) administration of dipyrone was abolished by pretreatment with Nω-monomethyl-L-arginine acetate, an NO synthase inhibitor, or by methylene blue, an inhibitor of soluble guanylate cyclase.

It has also been suggested that endogenous opioids may be involved in the induction of the central antinociceptive effect of dipyrone (8,9).

Doretto et al. (10) reported that dipyrone exhibited an anticonvulsant action in electroshock, acute audiogenic seizure and audiogenic kindling models of experimental epilepsy. Conversely, indomethacin, diclofenac and aspirin, tested only in the electroshock model, did not show any effect. On the other hand, some studies have reported that aspirin elicits protection against pentylentetrazole seizures (11) and that ibuprofen and piroxicam enhance the anticonvulsive activity of diphenylhydantoin (12).

The aim of the present study was to investigate the mechanisms by which dipyrone exerts its anticonvulsant action by evaluating the role of prostaglandins, NO and opioids. For this purpose, indomethacin, a prototype of NSAIDs, the NO synthase inhibitor Nω-nitro-L-arginine (L-NOARG), and the opioid antagonist naloxone were used.

Material and Methods

Animals

Naive 60-90-year-old female Wistar rats (200-250 g) were used for electroshock experiments. For audiogenic seizures, genetically susceptible female animals (60-90 days old) were taken from our own colony of Wistar audiogenic rats, currently bred at the animal facilities of the Physiology and Biophysics Department at the Institute of Biological Sciences, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil (10,13). In both groups, animals were housed 5 per cage and kept at 24ºC with free access to food and water under a 12-h artificial light/dark cycle.

Induction and behavioral evaluation of seizures

All experiments reported in this study were approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Experimentation (CETEA/UFMG protocol No. 02/02).

Audiogenic seizures

All Wistar audiogenic rats were submitted to three sound stimuli at 70, 74 and 78 days of age in order to determine audiogenic seizure susceptibility. The testing apparatus consisted of a 32 x 36 x 32 cm metal cage placed inside a larger, soundproof box, both provided with doors and frontal glass windows. Animals were observed for 1 min before stimulation. The sound stimulus was provided by an electric door bell recorded on an audiotape (120 dB) and was delivered in the acoustic chamber through a loudspeaker placed on the back wall of the larger box until tonic seizures appeared or during a maximum of 1 min.

Behavior was assessed by direct and systematic observation using a set of discrete behavioral categories, most commonly observed in the test situation. A severity index (SI) was calculated as previously described (14,15). Briefly, the index includes a graded linear scale which determines a range of severity from SI = 0.00 to SI = 1.0 (maximum). The most frequent behavioral sequences correspond to SI of the following values: SI = 0.00 - no seizures; SI = 0.11 - wild running with only one running fit; SI = 0.23 - wild running with only one running fit,
jumping and atonic falling; SI = 0.38 - wild running with two running fits, jumping and atonic falling; SI = 0.61 - all of the above plus tonic convulsion (back arching tonsus); SI = 0.73 - all of the above plus partial (only forelimb or hind limb) and generalized (forelimb and hind limb) clonic seizures; SI = 0.85 - all of the above plus clonic spasms; SI = 0.90 - all of the above plus head ventral flexion; SI = 0.95 - all of the above plus forelimb hyperextension; SI = 1.0 - all of the above plus forelimb and hind limb hyperextension. The SI values represent a modified version of a previously described equation (16).

All susceptible animals used in these experiments displayed an SI $\geq 0.85$ at the beginning of the studies, at least generalized tonic-clonic seizures followed by clonic spasms in all three screening tests. Results are reported as the mean $\pm$ SEM of three screening tests. For the purposes of this study, blockade of the audiogenic seizures by dipyrone was considered to be the absence of tonic convulsion (SI $< 0.61$) and reversal of the dipyrone anticonvulsant effect was considered to be the recovery of the tonic component of seizures (SI $\geq 0.61$).

**Electroshock-induced seizures**

In the electroshock-induced seizures, the same electric stimulus (70 mA, 60 Hz) was used for all animals, produced by an Elektroshockgerät apparatus (Karl Kolbe, Scientific Technical Supplies, Frankfurt, Germany). The stimulus was applied over a period of 1 s through a pair of ear clip electrodes. The behavioral evaluation was based on an electroshock score, taking into account the severity of the tonic component of the seizure, using a four-point scale as follows: 0 = no seizure; 1 = forelimb extension without hind limb extension; 2 = complete forelimb extension and partial hind limb extension; 3 = complete forelimb and hind limb extension, parallel to the tail.

**Drugs**

All drugs were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA) and were dissolved in 0.9% NaCl solution. Dipyrone (300 mg/kg, *ip*) and indomethacin (10, 20 and 30 mg/kg, *ip*) were injected 30 min before the seizure-inducing stimuli. Naloxone (5 mg/kg, *sc*) was injected 40 min before the seizure-inducing stimuli. L-NOARG was injected 35 min before sound stimulation at the dose of 120 mg/kg, *ip*. Animals chronically treated with L-NOARG (25 mg/kg, *ip*, twice a day/4 days) received sound stimulation 35 min after the last injection.

**Statistical analysis**

Data were analyzed statistically by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the *post hoc* Bonferroni’s test for multiple comparisons. Probabilities lower than 5% ($P < 0.05$) were considered to be statistically significant.

**Results**

**Anticonvulsant action of dipyrone**

In the electroshock-induced seizures all Wistar rats treated with the same dose of dipyrone (300 mg/kg, *ip*) displayed score 1 (only forelimb extension) compared to animals receiving 0.9% NaCl, which displayed score 3 (complete forelimb and hind limb extension). Wistar audiogenic rats also exhibited a reduction of seizure severity from $0.94 \pm 0.06$ in the saline-treated group to $0.22 \pm 0.12$ in the dipyrone-treated group. Dose and time were determined in pilot experiments. These results are illustrated in Figure 1 (N = 5-11).

**Effect of naloxone on the anticonvulsant action of dipyrone**

Naloxone at 5 mg/kg, *sc* (Figure 2A,
N = 5-11) reversed the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone (300 mg/kg, *ip*) in female Wistar audiogenic rats (P < 0.05, ANOVA + Bonferroni’s test). In contrast, in Wistar rats submitted to electroshock-induced seizures no reversal of the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone by naloxone at a dose of 5 mg/kg was seen (Figure 2B, N = 5-11), even at higher doses (data not shown). Naloxone did not have an anticonvulsant effect per se.

Effect of L-NOARG on the anticonvulsant action of dipyrone

Acute treatment with L-NOARG (120 mg/kg, *ip*) did not reverse the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone (300 mg/kg, *ip*) in female Wistar audiogenic rats (Figure 3A, N = 5-6) and in the electroshock model (Figure 3B, N = 5). L-NOARG had no anticonvulsant effect per se. Chronic administration of L-NOARG (25 mg/kg twice a day/4 days) also did not have an antagonistic effect (data not shown).

Effect of indomethacin on audiogenic seizures

Indomethacin was administered to Wistar audiogenic rats (N = 5) 30 min before sound stimulation at doses of 10, 20 and 30 mg/kg, *ip*. However, the tonic component of audiogenic seizures was not blocked (data not shown).

Discussion

The present experiments show that dipyrone has anticonvulsant effects in the electroshock and audiogenic seizure models. Wahnschaffe and Loscher (17) showed that natural changes in sex hormone levels during the estrous cycle in rats do not affect seizure severity or development. Since our results using female rats were slightly more intense than those obtained with males (data not shown), we used only female rats in all
Anticonvulsant action of dipyrone

Dipyrone (300 mg/kg, ip) did not affect the motor response of the animals. We previously observed that dipyrone is also active against pentylenetetrazole seizures (Magalhaes LH, Doretto MC and Moraes MF, unpublished results). The dose of dipyrone used was that with a maximal effect and was obtained from a previously constructed dose-response curve (10).

In the presence of naloxone, which is an opioid receptor antagonist, the anticonvulsant action of dipyrone in female Wistar audiogenic rats was not demonstrable, suggesting an interaction with the opioidergic system, probably via opiate receptors. In the electroshock model, the reversal of the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone by naloxone was not observed. The dose of naloxone used was the same as that used by Coimbra et al. (18). Using the same kind of seizures in BALB/c mice, Chen et al. (19) reported that naloxone reversed the anticonvulsant effect of morphine.

Since the L-arginine-NO-cGMP pathway seems to be involved in the antinociceptive effect of dipyrone (6,7), the hypothesis of the involvement of NO in its anticonvulsant mechanism of action is attractive. However, our results showed that acute or chronic L-NOARG treatment did not reverse the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone in Wistar audiogenic rats, suggesting that the NO pathway is not involved in the mechanism of anticonvulsant action of dipyrone in audiogenic seizures. Del-Bel et al. (20) reported that audiogenic seizure-resistant rats did not modify their behavior after L-NOARG-induced systemic NO synthase blockade. Also, GEPR-3s (genetically epilepsy-prone rats), Sprague-Dawley-derived rats of the so-called mild subcolony (in contrast to GEPR-9s, severe subcolony) that display audiogenic seizures when sound-stimulated (21,22), did not exhibit changes in seizure severity or in the mean latencies of wild running or tonic-clonic seizure after acute or chronic L-NOARG treatment (23). Although it has been suggested that NO participates in several neurodegenerative conditions, including epilepsy (24,25), its contribution to convulsant events is still unclear. Some available data related to NO synthase inhibition have shown a decreasing (23,26) or an increasing effect on seizure susceptibility (27,28).

Several studies have suggested an anticonvulsant action for endogenous prostanoids (29,30). It is possible that the anticonvulsant action of dipyrone is due to its effect as a cyclooxygenase inhibitor. However, our results have shown that indomethacin, a prototype of prostaglandin synthesis inhibitor, was unable to block the tonic component of audiogenic seizures. This suggests that the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone is not a common effect of NSAIDs. Previous results from our laboratory have shown that indomethacin, as well as diclofenac and aspirin, did not inhibit electroshock-induced seizures (10).

The results of the present study suggest that the opioidergic pathway is involved in the anticonvulsant mechanism of dipyrone in audiogenic seizures whereas the NO pathway did not seem to contribute to this effect. In the electroshock-induced seizure model, although a decrease in the severity of the tonic component had been observed, we cannot state that the opioidergic pathway participates in the anticonvulsant effect of dipyrone.
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